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SUSTAINABLE
MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES
From the bottom up

• Product stream integration
• Central EMS
• Water Recycling
• Resource Optimization
• Zero Discharge
• Capacity to produce 10,000 MT/annum of speciality chemicals and
Pharmaceutical APIs for customers in over 20 countries worldwide

• Quality management as per ISO 9001:2008, Environmental management
as per ISO 14001:2004, Occupational health and safety management as per
OSHAS 18001:2007

•

Audited and accredited by TUV SUD.
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Global Leather Industry News
Volume of Brazilian footwear exports reaches 2019 levels

After a year of decline due to the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, the Brazilian footwear sector presents signs of a
significant recovery in footwear exports in the first half of 2021
Data from the Brazilian Footwear Industries Association
(Abicalçados) reveals that in the first half of the year, footwear
exports totaled 389 million US dollars, as the result of the sales
made abroad of 57 million pairs. When compared to similar period
last year, this represents an increase of 17.7% in revenue and 32.3%
in volume. In comparison with the pre-pandemic period (first half of
2019) this translates into a decline of 19% in revenue and 0.3% in
volume. The lower value generated by exports, explains
Abicalçados, is due to "price adjustments for the international
market", namely reflecting the appreciated dollar.
Looking into the performance of the month of June, in 2021, 7.78
million pairs were exported, which generated 65.47 million US
dollars, increasing by 116% in volume and by 84% in revenue
compared to June 2020. Comparing with June 2019 there has been
an increase of 19.7% in pairs and a drop of 2.6% in revenue.
Haroldo Ferreira, Executive President of Abicalçados, points out that,
although there is an indication of a sensible recovery in exports, the
sector will possibly end 2021 at levels below those recorded in the
pre-pandemic, in 2019: "We are growing on a historically weak basis,
which took us to the levels of almost four decades ago”, he
underlined, noting that last year exports dropped by more than 18%.
Main Destinations
In the first half of the year, the main destination for Brazilian footwear
was the United States, to which 6.36 million pairs were sent,
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generating 88 million US dollars, an increase of 44.4% in volume and
30.8% in revenue in relation to the first half of 2020.
The second destination of the semester was Argentina, to where 5
million pairs were shipped, generating 48 million US dollars and
increasing by 59.3% and 48.4%, respectively.
The third largest destination market was France, with exports of 3.36
million pairs with a total value of 28 million US dollars, resulting in
increases of 13.7% and 11.7%, respectively, compared to the same
period in 2020.
Source : Worldfootwear

PORTUGUESE FOOTWEAR
GROWS MORE THAN 12%
IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE YEAR
Portugal exported 33 million pairs of shoes, worth 752 million euros,
in the first six months of 2021. According to the data from the
National Institute of Statistics (INE), compared to the homologous
period last year, there is a growth of 12.3%.
In a period of yet great uncertainty at the international level – the
World Footwear data points to a full recovery of the footwear sector
worldwide only in 2023 - "Portuguese footwear is showing signs of
recovery”, highlights the Office of Studies of APICCAPS. The sector
is still dependent on the evolution of several indicators, "but it will
hardly reach, this year, the levels of 2019”. The evolution of the
pandemic, the situation in Afghanistan, the rising costs of the raw
materials and logistical difficulties are aspects to be taken into
account in the coming months.
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A VIEW ON THE LEATHER
INDUSTRY
Hans’ perspective: Fundamental changes on the horizon for GDA

Impact of COVID-19 on the leather
industry
Amidst the continuing COVID-19 crisis,
raw
material
shortages,
logistics
constraints,
and
price
increases
throughout the chain, a fundamental
change in our industry and market are
taking place.

Hans van Haarst,
CEO Smit & Zoon Group

Glutardialdehyde (GDA) recently was put
on the SVHC (substance of very high concern) list. On September
20th, the Reach Committee will decide on the proposal for
restrictions of skin sensitizing substances submitted by France and
Sweden, which – among others – proposes to restrict the
concentration limit of Cr(VI) in leather from 3mg/kg to 1mg/kg.
A step towards a more sustainable future
Earlier this year the Chinese Government implemented legislation
under which the handling of chromium-containing waste streams is
heavily controlled and restricted. These changes will likely not have
an immediate visible impact but certainly will give a strong signal to
tanners around the world to prepare for a phase-out of both GDA
and chromium tanning.
Our industry and value chains are complex and such fundamental
change will take significant time. Processes will need to be changed,
recipes and articles reformulated, approvals and certifications redone
and consumers informed and educated. The time to start this
process is now and chemical companies, including Royal Smit &
Zoon are ready to take on this challenge.
New solutions available
Viable alternatives are available and likely a choice of new
solutions will over time take the place of current GDA and Cr tanning.
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These solutions will need to balance article quality, specifications,
and properties with economics and environmental footprint. In this
context, it is of utmost importance that (new) suppliers provide
solutions that are compliant with current and future laws and
regulations (for instance ZDHC) are certified in the appropriate way,
and come with transparent facts and figures (for instance LCA data).
Aim to create a socially and environmentally sustainable leather
value chain
At Royal Smit & Zoon and its subsidiary Nera we are already working
with more than 50 tanneries and a large number of brands around
the world to commercialize leather articles based on our
patented Zeology product and replace chromium and aldehyde in
leather. This we do, true to our strategy, to create a socially and
environmentally sustainable leather value chain. Please reach out to
us to explore how we can help to get you ready for this fundamental
change.

LANXESS India wins CII’s
Water Management Company
of the Year 2020 Award
Specialty chemicals company LANXESS India has won the
prestigious Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) award for Water
Management for the year 2020 for its commitment and significant
achievements in the area of Water Conservation in its manufacturing
operations in Nagda, Madhya Pradesh. The award was presented to
LANXESS on Saturday, 28th August in a virtual ceremony.
Over the years, the company has made consistent efforts in
improving its water utilization at the site through implementation of
innovative technologies and best practices for water conservation.
LANXESS’ Nagda site has a full-fledged Effluent Treatment Plant
(ETP) and a state-of-the-art sewage treatment plant which treats
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sewage water from the colonies around and renders it fit for use in
production processes.

Strengthening its commitment towards sustainability, LANXESS
commissioned a waste water post treatment plant with Zero Liquid
Discharge (ZLD) facility in 2012 at its Nagda site. This plant treats
the discharge from the existing effluent treatment plant in a manner
that no liquid effluents are discharged from the site. The water
recovered from the waste water post treatment plant with ZLD is
used for the production processes. This is a significant step in the
Indian chemical industry and sets a new benchmark in the area of
sustainability.
Commenting on the recognition, Neelanjan Banerjee, Vice Chairman
and Managing Director, LANXESS India said, “As a responsible
corporate citizen, LANXESS India is committed towards creating
sustainable water management solutions and conserving water
resources. This recognition inspires us to further strengthen our
efforts towards Sustainability.”
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Resurgence of Covid-19 is crashing the
Global Trade
Freight shipping is currently experiencing an unusual and unique
predicament as the Coronavirus pandemic has resulted in a cascade
of events that have brought about a global shipping container
shortage, which rippled down through entire supply chains and
continues to disrupt trade on a worldwide scale.
The current scenario is even more complex in China. A number of
container terminal has been closed due to new Covid cases: the
operations at Meishan terminal in the world’s third-busiest container
port have just return to normal after a two weeks closure due to a
single case of Covid-19. The two-week shutdown has put more
pressure on already strained shipping routes and supply chains
ahead of the key Christmas holiday shopping season.
The Meishan terminal accounts for about a quarter of the capacity of
Ningbo-Zhoushan port, where large container ships were waiting 4.2
days to dock as of last Wednesday, according to data compiled by
Bloomberg. The wait time would usually be around half that, though
congestion rates have been inflated for much of 2021. “The
disruptions we are seeing are due to Covid restrictions, and given
that China has a Covid-zero policy, there’s always a chance
something like this could happen again,” Rahul Kapoor (IHS Global
Insight) said. “Supply-chain disorder may last until the Lunar New
Year holidays in early February” he added. Meanwhile, shipping
costs have hit record highs, with spot rates to move a 40-foot
container from Shanghai to Rotterdam at $13,698 for the week of
Aug. 19, according to Drewry World Container Index. Shanghai to
Los Angeles costs $10,969. “Until we see demand starting to slow,
we won’t see things easing,” Kapoor said.
Source: Leatherinsiders
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TFL Increases Capacity for Its
Market Leading Dyes
TFL has announced that it has successfully completed its project to
increase the capacity for its range of leather dyes produced in its
blending and standardisation facility in Mumbai, India. The expansion
has increased TFL's global capacity for key Sellaset® and Sellafast®
dye products by 40%, to ensure continued great service to its
customers. In addition to the increased output, the expansion project
includes process changes to further improve the quality and
consistency of the dyes handled in the facility and an enhancement
of TFL's Dyes Research and Development centre on the same site.
During the project, TFL also took the opportunity to upgrade the
entire facility by installing a new effluent treatment plant and powder
transfer system, an enhanced dust collecting system, new forklifts
and stacker with latest safety features, and a new box packing
machine. Together these improvements have enabled TFL to further
enhance the health, safety and environment performance of the
facility.
The project was managed by TFL’s local teams in Mumbai and
Hyderabad and they were able to successfully install all of the new
equipment safely without disrupting production. The facility is now
operating at increased production rates and TFL is looking to further
grow its leather dyes business by taking advantage of the additional
business opportunities that have come from its recent acquisition of
the Organic Leather Chemicals business of LANXESS.
Dr. Wolfgang Schütt, TFL's CEO, commented that ’our Mumbai
facility had been operating at record production levels as TFL has
successfully grown its global leather dyes business and I am
delighted to announce the completion of our capacity expansion
which will enable us to meet our customers increasing demand for
high quality dyes. I would like to thank the local team for delivering
this significant project safely and under budget, which was especially
difficult given the restrictions caused by the difficult Covid-19
situation in India. They did an excellent job in the circumstances.’
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Concept of Robotics in Automation
Arpan Mallick1, Susanta Mallick2, Goutam Mukherjee3
1, 3 - Government College of Engineering and Leather Technology
2 – Alcems Pvt. Ltd.

Abstract :
We all know that technology has advanced a lot since ancient times.
According to people, the ultimate development may be the
AUTOMATION in everything, where humans do not have to work
hard all day. Humans are working hard all the day NOW, so that they
can sit back and relax LATER. Robotics would be implemented first
in industries, because that’s where I think development begins and
leather industry involves machines in each and every operation to
get the final product.
Introduction:
Robotics is a sub-domain of engineering and science that includes
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, computer science,
and others. Robotics deals with the design, construction, operation,
and use of robots and computer systems for their control, sensory
feedback, and information processing. A robot is a unit that
implements this interaction with the physical world based on sensors,
actuators, and information processing. Industry is a key application
of robots, or to be precise Industry 4.0, where industrial robots are
used.
It is an interdisciplinary field that integrates computer science and
engineering. It Involves design, construction, operation and use of
robots can design machines that can help and assist humans. It Can
be used in numerous fields e.g.


Electronics



Computer Engineering



Bio Engineering



Manufacturing Sectors, etc.
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Statistics of Robotics in the World :
In this context, there is an Industrial Robot Sales report by
International Federation of Robotics : Global industrial robot sales
increased 15% around 2019-2020 with 75% of total sales volume
from 5 countries – China, Korea, Japan, US and Germany.
Sales of robots in India are less compared to the majority but it has
also undergone a decent rise in sales. Robotics is nascent in India
with start-ups like Shastra Robotics, Gridbots and Systemantics
solving automation tasks with home grown affordable robots.
Email id : arpanmallick08@gmail.com, Contact No. 9635446190
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Why is Automation Important?
Delegation of human control function to technical equipment for








Increasing productivity
Increasing quality
Reducing cost
Increasing safety in working condition
Reduced cycle time
Reduced wastage of resources
Less requirement of unskilled workers



Longer working hours

PLCs :
Automation of many different processes such as controlling
machines or factory assembly lines, is done through use of small
computers, called a Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) .
It monitors input; make decision based on its program and controls
outputs to automate a process or machine.

Few Applications of Robotics in Leather Industry:
a) Collaborated Robot Arms
These are one of the basic applications of robotics. These are able
to learn the motion and path demonstrated by human operations.
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These robot arms can be useful in any operation of the industry
whether switching on a machine or moving any object.
Live example, ABB robots are helping a small shoe factory take
some big steps.
ABB is a robotics company whose robots are helping a small leather
shoe factory to take some big steps.
Improved flexibility to cope with an expanding product range and
reassurance of prompt service and support were two key factors that
fascinated the shoe factory.
b) Leather Garments Industry
Sewing Machine – In many approaches and research
projects, robots have been used to either guide the leather(sew bots)
through the sewing process or movement of sewing head mounted
to a robot. Compared to the production of composite materials,
robots have not yet been established in leather garments production
in such a wide range, mainly due to high investment costs. But, I
think this step would lead to huge development of the leather
garments sector.
Gripper - The robotic hand grasps and mates to the
hanger, the group hand hanger reconfigures positioning the hanger
clamps to desired points on the leather parts, picks the part and
connects to the hanger. The gripper is moved by a robotic arm.


3 actuated arms each with one picking/loading unit at tip.



Central arm 1 dof; lateral arms 2dof accordingly to hanger
motions.



Distributed onboard generation of vacuum by new micro turbine
modules.



Interface to robotic arm and distributed control unit.



Interface and docking system to hanger; full hanger
management including reset and configuration, part loading,
management of hanger graspers, release to transport system.



4bar linkages in lateral arms to drive picking modules.



Design solutions for minimum mass
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Cutting Table with Automatic Unloading – The robot dialogs with
the cutting table, learns the position of cut parts, knows the needs of
manufacturing, decides which parts to grasp, grasps, unloads,
releases these parts to the other operations.

High Flow Vacuum Generator – In some cases, these can be used
to obtain an adhesion between the leather parts by a high-flow of
vacuum with depressor, control and every other functional
component onboard to realize an independent module. Fabric is
porous to air and delicate, especially garment types. The
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appearance of the surface is modified by any mechanical interaction
comprising relative contact movements. Traditional vacuum solutions
do not process an amount of air sufficient to obtain reasonable
grasping force on fabric. Dynamic depressors are used to hold and
grasp porous material but the architectures are generally centralized
with one main generator and distribution channels. This limits the
achievable flexibility.
The innovation in the adhesion technology consists in the
development of distributed dynamic depressors with low-cost that
can be treated almost as Venturi-depressors in terms of complexity,
size, mass, cost. These dynamic depressors can be distributed on
any equipment with multiple picking points. The reliability of the
overall system results improved because fail of one picking point
does not compromise the overall functioning of the system as with
centralized generators. A special features of the picking module
developed is the adaptability to different materials with porosity to air
in a large range without structural modifications to the module.
c) Automatic gluing, unloading, laminating and folding
machines
Is Automation really necessary?
•

Loss of Jobs
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The most common problem arising of it is the loss of jobs. But this
may be not the case in all spheres. Due to automation, manufacture
and sales of products rise, thus, opportunity for more pre-sales,
implementation, logistics, installation and support jobs throughout the
entire supply chain will no doubt be seen. This will give rise to a
whole class of new jobs in manufacturing sectors that do not even
exist.
Resultant Discussion:
Well, we think that automation with the help of robotics may lead to a
better world for all of us in the near future, if we can utilize it in the
right way. There are several reasons for its implementation in the
leather industry and so, we can conclude that its usefulness can
serve the mankind in a different way.
Tomorrow's robots, which includes the humanoid robot, can perform
task like tutoring children, working as tour guides, driving humans to
and from work, do the family shopping etc. Tomorrow's robots will
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enhance lives in ways we never dreamed possible. No time to attend
the decisive meeting on Asian strategy? Let your robot go for you
and make the decisions. Not feeling well enough to go to the clinic?
Let Dr Robot come to you, make a diagnosis, and get you the
necessary medicine for treatment. No time to coach the soccer team
this week? Let the robot do it for you.
Tomorrow's robots will be the most exciting and revolutionary things
to happen to the world since the invention of the automobile. It will
change the way we work, play, think, and live. Because of this,
nowadays robotics is one of the most dynamic fields of scientific
research. These days, robotics is offered in almost every university
in the world. Most mechanical engineering departments offer a
similar course at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. And
increasingly, many computer and electrical engineering departments
are also offering it.
This book will guide you, the curious beginner, from yesterday to
tomorrow. The book will cover practical knowledge in understanding,
developing, and using robots as versatile equipment to automate a
variety of industrial processes or tasks. But, the book will also
discuss the possibilities we can look forward to when we are capable
of creating a vision-guided, learning machine.
Collaborative robots or cobots are becoming increasingly
important. In a growing number of areas in industry, conventional
industrial robots are being replaced by or backed up with
collaborative robots. Cobots work together with humans in
production processes and are no longer kept separate from their
human co-workers with protective devices, like typical industrial
robots. Compared to traditional industrial robots, collaborative robots
are smaller, can be used more flexibly, and are easier to program.
Cobots don’t replace human workplaces, they supplement them.
Paradigm Electronics in Canada is a example: Productivity was
increased by 50 percent by using cobots, and not one single job was
lost. Staff carry out new tasks in newly created areas of activity, such
as programming the machines and quality control at the end of the
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automatic production process. Experts from the Boston Consulting
Group assume that in the future the use of robots will increase
productivity per employee by up to 30 percent.
Industrial robots
Industrial robots are programmable machines that are used to
handle, assemble, or process workpieces in the industrial
environment. Most of these robots consist of a robot arm, a gripper,
various sensors, and a control unit. They can also carry out actions
autonomously depending on how they are programmed. Global robot
density has increased significantly over the last years: In 2015, on
average there were 66 units per 10,000 employees, but this has now
risen to 74 units. In Europe the average robot density is 99, in the US
it is 84, and in Asia it is 63.
According to statistics from the IFR (International Federation of
Robotics, the international umbrella organization of all national
robotics associations) in 2016, with about 31,500 installed units, the
US recorded an all-time high for industrial robots, a 15 percent
increase over 2015. Worldwide in 2016 roughly 290,000 industrial
robots were in use, 14 percent more than in 2015. This trend will
continue in the future: Average growth of 12 percent p.a. is expected
in the coming years.
Industrial robots in the automotive industry
In this key industry for robotics, machines have played an important
role in automated production processes for more than 50 years to
make workflows more efficient, safer, faster, and more flexible. The
first industrial robot, Unimate, was integrated into the production
process at General Motors in 1961. The robot was used there to
remove injection molding parts. In 1973, the first industrial robot
began working at VW in Wolfsburg, Germany. The in-house
development, nicknamed “Robby” by its human co-workers, was
used in the production process for the Passat. According to a
statistical survey by the IFR (International Federation of Robotics,
the international umbrella organization of all national robotics
associations), more than 17,600 industrial robots were in use in the
US in 2016, 43 percent more than in 2015.
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Automated Guided Vehicles / AGV
An AGV is a driverless transport vehicle with its own drive that is
controlled automatically and guided without touch. AGVs are typically
used to transport materials in production facilities. In the industrial
environment, they represent the development from the traditional,
bulky conveyor belt to a space-saving, highly flexible solution.
Warehouses are another popular operating place for AGVs, where
individual goods or large ranges of goods are taken to defined
packing stations where they are processed. This type of robot
generally moves at approx. 1-2 meters per second and is able to
transport payloads of up to roughly 2,000 kilograms. AGVs differ in
terms of their power supply, the tasks they carry out and the
navigation and routing process. Power is supplied either through a
cable (for rail-mounted AGVs), the rail itself, or a battery. The battery
is charged via a induction charging plate or at charging stations,
where the batteries can also be replaced. Depending on their tasks
and area of deployment, AGVs as forklifts can move pallets, as
tractor units can tow trailers, or as moving cargo areas can transport
boxes or packages. AGVs can, for example, be navigated by lasers,
in which case the robots scan labels attached at certain locations so
that they can find their next destination. Optical navigation via
recognition of colors, etc., is another option. Antennas or rails are
also used to steer AGVs. The most flexible units are autonomous
AGVs that scan their complete surroundings and create virtual maps
from the results. They are able to notify other AGVs about obstacles
and generate the optimum route for transportation. AGVs are moved
by one to four actively driven wheels, depending on their area of
deployment and the required degree of movement.
Domestic robots
Lawn mowing, vacuum cleaning, or window cleaning: Robots can
take over some of the everyday household chores. People are
impressed by the time and work that they save: According to a study
by the German Federal Association for Information Technology,
Bitkom, 42 percent of the more than 1,000 people who took part in
the survey could imagine having a robot in their home. More than 80
percent would like assistance for vacuum cleaning or washing floors,
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41 percent would like a robot to help out in the garden. 15 percent of
the interviewees already had a robot in their home.
Security robots
Although data protection and data security issues would have to be
considered, 49 percent of the participants in the above-mentioned
representative Bitkom survey could imagine trusting the security of
their own home to a robot. A security robot looks after the household
while the residents are on vacation, on a business trip, or at work.
These robots can be controlled from an app via an Internet
connection. If the robot senses impulses via motion detection, it
sends an alert to a smart phone. The integrated camera makes HD
recordings and has a two-way audio intercom feature.
Robots in the hospitality industry
Korean electronics group LG presented its new robot product series
CLOi at the 2018 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. The
Serving Robot model provides customers with food and beverages. It
can be used round the clock (e.g. at airports, railroad stations, and in
hotels) and serves meals on a tray that customers can take with
them. When it has served the customer, the robot finds its way back
to the service station to fetch new snacks and complete its next
assignment.
Robots in the agriculture industry
Agriculture is another area that offers a lot of potential for robots. At
present, pilot projects are being carried out in which robot arms and
multi-spectral cameras installed on a harvester optimize the
processes of cucumber harvesting. For seeding, small planting
robots controlled from a tablet not only sow the seeds, they also
document all the important information. Drones are suitable for
monitoring the ripeness of vegetable products and weed growth and,
if necessary, they can also spray critical areas.
Robots in medicine
As treatment aids, robots are especially used where patients have to
learn how to reactivate their loco motor system after a stroke or
neurological disease. People who suffer from paralysis learn to walk
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again and even climb stairs with the help of training machines. One
robot can do the work of two therapists. Patients also receive direct
feedback during the exercises. A wearable robot (exoskeleton)
enables paralyzed patients to walk on their own. The step
movements of the robot are triggered by the patients shifting their
weight.
Robots in surgery
Robots are also found in operating theaters, where they do not
replace the surgeon but are used as accurate assistants for
minimally invasive procedures. Instead of using operating
instruments such as scissors or forceps themselves, surgeons
control a robot via a console with the help of a joystick and foot
pedals. Procedures using an operation robot save time and are also
less invasive for patients. Risks from human errors are minimized.
Toy robots
Aibo, the robotic dog from Sony, is an entertainment robot, which the
company stopped selling in 2006 but reintroduced to the market in
2017 in a new version. Aibo perceives its surroundings with two
cameras and microphones. The acquired data is evaluated by a
learning program so that the robot dog can develop an individual
personality. As well as Aibo, Roberta also belongs to the toy robot
category. This initiative of the Fraunhofer Institute for Intelligent
Analysis and Information Systems has been using special robots
since 2002 to encourage children to take a playful approach to
technology and to awaken their interest in the development and
programming of robots.
Humanoid Robots
Humanoid robots are machines that are designed to look like
humans. Joint positions and movements are inspired by the human
locomotor system. This is also clear by the fact that humanoid robots
usually move on two legs in an upright position. The main motive for
research and development in the field of humanoid robots is artificial
intelligence (AI). In most scientific fields, the development of a
humanoid robot is deemed to be an important basis for the creation
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of human-like AI. This is based on the idea that AI cannot be
programmed but consists of learning processes. Accordingly, a robot
can develop artificial intelligence only through active participation in
social life. However, active participation in social life, including
communication, is possible only if the robot is perceived and
accepted as an equal creature due to its shape, mobility, and
sensors. With rollers rather than legs, but with her small size,
pleasant voice, and sparkling, round eyes, Josie Pepper the robot is
currently assisting passengers at Munich Airport in Germany. Munich
Airport, together with Lufthansa, is one of the first airports to trial a
humanoid robot live. Josie provides information about the current
flight status, check-in information, and describes the way to the
departure gate or the nearest restaurant. The development from
French company Soft-Bank Robotics is connected to the Internet via
WiFi and can thus access a cloud to process and analyze dialog
and link it with the airport data. In this way, Josie learns from every
dialog and answers questions individually.
So that people with no programming knowledge can also
communicate with robots and give them instructions and information
in a natural manner, interaction between humans and machines via
voice, gestures, and facial expressions is very important.
Voice recognition
Even in the age of smart speakers, recognizing and interpreting
natural language in real time is a highly complex process for a
machine. This is due to variable factors such as surrounding
acoustics, background noise, volume, dialects, accents, or the
general pitch. At present, machines can recognize natural language
with about 95 percent accuracy.
Gesture recognition
3D data capture in real time is needed for precise recognition and
interpretation of human gestures with no latency. Scientists at the
Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Optics and Precision Engineering are
working on systems that record and process 3D data quickly. Two
high-speed cameras and a color camera record images, while the
special software converts them into 36 3D data records per second.
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The scientists have also developed learning software based on
neural networks for the system.
Facial expression analysis
It is generally possible to make conclusions about how a
conversation between two people is progressing on the basis of their
facial expressions. This is also to be implemented in a dialog
between humans and robots. Thanks to a flexible polymer and
integrated servo motors, the faces of robots produced by Hanson
Robotics are able to show a wide range of expressions. The aim is
that the robots will adapt their interaction based on the facial
expression of humans. For example, with an anxious expression, it
should keep its distance to the person, and with a questioning
expression, it should provide information.
Artificial emotions
In ongoing research projects, robots are being taught to recognize
and understand human emotions and to respond accordingly. With
the corresponding expressions and gestures, the robot can show or
simulate emotions as a response to humans. One example of this is
the Emotisk training system that scientists at Humboldt University of
Berlin are currently developing in collaboration with the university
hospitals of Aachen and Cologne in Germany: The software
evaluates information such as line of vision and facial expressions
and gives humans the corresponding emotional feedback. The
system is designed to help persons with autism recognize the
emotions of others and to respond by sending non-verbal signals.
Artificial personality traits
Because of their visual similarity to humans and their human-like
behavior and actions, we tend to ascribe a personality to humanoid
robots. In actual fact, simulating a personality can influence humanmachine interaction. For an experiment, Japanese scientists from
Toyohashi University of Technology developed a robot that follows
the eyes of its human dialog partner and registers when he or she is
distracted by other events. In this situation, the robot leans forward,
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raises its voice, and nods. The result: by demonstrating personality
traits, the robot regains the attention of its human counterpart.
Artificial social intelligence
It is still difficult or even impossible to draw the line between “just” a
smart robot and a social one. A current example is Jibo, the first
social robot from the eponymous US company, which has been
available since the end of 2017. According to the manufacturer, the
approximately 30-centimeter tall domestic robot loves being amongst
humans and building a relationship with them. It learns which people
its owner especially likes and blends seamlessly into the owner’s
social life. Jibo is also charming and is able to produce surprises with
spontaneous actions like a little dance. At least, this is what the
manufacturer says. The field trial showed that the social robot does
not differ significantly from other smart systems. But it is much more
expensive.
Protection for humans
When robots are used in industrial production, workplace safety
measures ensure that humans are protected. These measures
include adequate safety distances between humans and machines,
safety barriers, photoelectric barriers, and scanners in monitored
zones. The safety precautions also include emergency switches on
the robot and its ability to recognize collisions with objects and
humans and to respond appropriately. This applies especially to
cobots.
With these newer industrial robots, there are no separating safety
devices in certain working areas. Other technical safety measures
are used instead. For example, if a person is several meters away,
the robot operates in normal mode. If the person gets closer, from a
defined threshold, the robot slows down. If the person is very close
and there is just a one-meter gap, it stops.
With newer systems, ToF (Time of Flight) technology is used. This
technology uses 3D camera systems that measures distance based
on time of flight. The surroundings are illuminated with a modulated
light source. For each pixel, the camera measures the time that the
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light needs to reach an object and be reflected, which is then used to
calculate the distance of each pixel to the object in question. Radar
sensors are also used in this area. In this case, movements are
detected on the basis of electromagnetic waves in the radio
frequency range. Safety for humans can also be increased by
combining several redundant technologies.
Data protection
In a workplace where an increasing number of complex systems are
connected and communicate with each other, it is important that
these systems are protected against data theft and manipulation. In
addition to manipulating configuration files (changing the motion
areas or the position data) and code manipulation (reprogramming
sequences), manipulating the robot feedback (deactivating alarms) is
the greatest threat. These interventions can lead to the destruction of
products, damage to robots and, in the worst-case scenario, injuries
to people working in these areas. To guarantee the security of data,
interfaces, and communication channels, a growing number of
companies choose external software solutions. These solutions offer
protection against manipulation of configuration files by encrypting
them and storing them in a Secure Element (SE). Authentication also
prevents unauthorized access to the central processing unit. To
prevent code manipulation, software solutions offer authorization of
sent commands by means of a hash process and verification of the
code.
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The Elon Musk of ancient times
Even in the 1st century BC, there were inventions, machines, and
works that could be seen as the predecessors of robots and robotics
as we know them today. They come from Hero of Alexandria, also
known as Heron of Alexandria, a Greek mathematician and
engineer. That also explains his “nickname” Mechanicus. In his work
“Automata“ (the book of machines), Hero describes various “robots”.
Some of them could automatically open temple doors or play music.
You could almost say, the first ancient smart home. Apart from his
drafts for catapult-like weapons, Mechanicus is especially
remembered for his aeolipile, also known as Hero’s engine. This is
the first heat engine, a predecessor of the steam engine. The
forefather of robotics designed more than 100 drafts for robots and
machines.
Leonardo and the gallant knight
In 1495, the multiple genius and polymath Leonardo da Vinci
designed what was probably the first human-like machine. His
Mechanical Knight was able to sit and stand Other functions: lifting
the visor and full movement of the arms. The movements were
carried out with a complex system of pulleys and cables. Whether da
Vinci actually built the robot or only designed it cannot be proven
historically. In any case, robotic knights that were built according to
the plans were fully functioning.
The revolt of the robots
The word robot was first used in the English language in the 1920
science fiction play R.U.R. by Czech author Karel Čapek. It was first
performed on January 25, 1921. In the internationally successful
play, autonomously thinking machines are the spitting image of
humans. When they develop a consciousness, the robots rebel
against their role as slaves which leads to the extinction of the
human race. A touch of Terminator on the stage.
Elektro
Elektro made his appearance at the 1939 New York World Fair. The
more than two-meter tall and 120 kilogram heavy humanoid robot
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was able to speak about 700 words thanks to an integrated record
player. As well as having movable arms and legs, the mechanical
man was also able to distinguish between different colored lights and
to smoke cigars. The year after the world fair, Elektro appeared
together with the robot dog Sparko.
Industrial robot revolution
George Devol was granted the first patent for an industrial robot in
1961. That same year, the Unimate was deployed on an assembly
line of General Motors. It consisted of a computer-like box that was
connected to another box and an arm. The robot removed heavy diecast components from an assembly line and welded them on to
automobile bodies. At that time, this section of the production was
associated with high health risks for human employees. In addition to
the danger from chemical substances, there were also several
accidents where employees lost limbs. In Germany, the age of
industrial robots began in the 1970s.
Award-winning versatility
In November 2017, the Munich-based start up Franka Emika
received the 2017 German Future Prize from the German President
for its development of inexpensive, flexible, intuitively operated
robots. The lightweight robots can be used in industrial applications
and in healthcare. This is possible due to the torque sensors
installed in the joints that respond to human touch. Another special
feature of this robot is the price, which is well below the market
average and, consequently, makes highly efficient, ultramodern
robots appealing and affordable even for small and medium-sized
companies.
Electric motors
Many modern robots currently use electric motors. While humanoid
robots and smaller robots are powered mainly by DC motors, most
industrial robots and CNC machines operate with 3-phase motors.
These motors are preferred in automatic systems where robots
frequently make the same movement, such as a rotating arm.
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Hydraulic drive
Modern hydraulic drives in robots work like artificial muscles. Since
2014, Japanese developers have been working on an artificial
muscle consisting of a rubber hose, tension-proof fibers, and a
protective collar. This system, which imitates a human muscle, does
not use compressed air but is moved hydraulically. The advantages
of this concept: The hydraulic muscle is more efficient and can also
carry out fine movements. The system is also more sturdy than an
electric motor. Robots equipped with a hydraulic drive system can
withstand unfavorable conditions in disaster zones.
Direct control
With this type of control, humans are in complete control. They
control the robot either directly by touch, by remote control, or via an
algorithm that is programmed for the control unit.
Supervision
Humans specify basic positions and movement sequences. The
robot then determines how to use its motors optimally within the
scope of the specifications.
Semi-autonomous robots
With these systems, humans specify a general task. The robot
autonomously determines the optimum positions and movement
sequences to fulfill the task.
Autonomous robots
The robot recognizes its tasks autonomously and carries them out
completely on its own.
Mechanical gripper
This commonly used type of gripper is used especially on industrial
robots and, in most cases, has a pneumatic or hydraulic drive
system. Smaller robots with the corresponding smaller grippers have
a pneumatic drive that allows precise movements at a reasonable
cost. Hydraulic drive systems are used for heavy loads.
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Magnetic gripper
With magnet grippers, a distinction is made between permanent and
electromagnetic grippers. With the simpler permanent magnet
grippers, the gripping power is provided by a permanent magnet.
The gripped material is released with the help of a piston that is
installed inside the permanent magnet gripper. Electromagnetic
grippers are supplied with direct current that provides the necessary
magnetic field. The material is picked up and released by switching
the electric energy on an off.
Adhesion gripper
Adhesion grippers are used to pick up small objects, such as cans
and boxes. Adhesive forces are the attracting forces at the contact
surfaces of two different or same substances through molecular
forces. The substances can be in a solid or liquid state. The robot
gripper moves the objects, using the adhesive force of liquids or by
using special adhesives.
Vacuum gripper
Vacuum grippers can lift heavy loads. The object is pressed against
the sealing lips of the sucker on the gripper, using the excess
pressure of the ambient air. Heavy objects, such as workpieces or
vehicle windows, are held in place by the vacuum in the sucker.
These objects must have a smooth surface so that they can be
sucked up by the sucker.
Humanoid hands
Humanoid hands allow much finer actions to be carried out than
conventional grippers. An example of this is the Kanguera project at
São Paulo University. This robot hand is the shape and size of a
human hand. The signals are sent via cables and a transformer,
which allows more precision compared to previous robot hands.
Force/torque sensor
Force/torque sensors are among the most commonly used sensor
types. They are implemented in grippers and can record both force
and torque. Strain gauge strips recognize deformations in the
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micrometer range. These deformations are converted into three force
and torque components via a calibration matrix. Force/torque
sensors have a digital signal processor that captures and filters the
sensor data in case of deformation, calculates the measured data
and sends this via the communication interface.
Inductive sensors
Inductive sensors are also described as proximity sensors. Without
touching them, they recognize metal parts that are within their
measurement range. Because of this, they are very suitable for
wear-free recording of end positions of moving machine
components, for example. The surface of the sensor radiates an
oscillating electromagnetic field. If metal objects are in the
measurement range, they absorb a small amount of energy from the
oscillator. If the energy transfer reaches a threshold, the target object
recognition is confirmed and the sensor output changes its state.
Capacitive sensors
Capacitive sensors consist of two metal parts isolated from each
other and can recognize both metallic and non-metallic materials.
Measurement is touchless through the change in capacity of an
electric capacitor. Since the capacity of a capacitor changes with the
distance of its electrodes, this measurable variable is used to
measure distance. Capacitive sensors are used, for example, to
reliably recognize humans in the vicinity of the robot.
Magnetic sensors
Magnetic sensors are used for touchless, exact position detection
and recognize magnets even through stainless steel, plastic, and
wooden structures. The sensors are based on the GMR effect (giant
magnetoresistance). This effect occurs in structures that consist of
alternating magnetic and non-magnetic thin layers that are just a few
nanometers thick. With this effect, the electric resistance of the
structure depends on the mutual orientation of the magnetization of
the magnetic layers. Magnetization in the opposite directions is much
higher than in the same direction.
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Tactile sensors
Tactile sensors perceive the mechanical touching of objects and
derive signals that are then sent. For example, a gripper arm can
determine the shape and position of an object with the aid of tactile
sensors. Even if a sensor cannot yet match human senses,
innovative tactile sensors can imitate the mechanical properties and
tactile receptors of human fingertips. This allows the robot to
autonomously adjust the gripping intensity according to the condition
of the object, an important property, especially in human-machine
interaction.
Optical sensors
In robotics, optical or visual sensors have the tasks of acquiring
information from an image or an image sequence, analyzing this,
and acting or reacting on the basis of this analysis. For example, the
data is recorded by one or more cameras (2D or 3D) or by a
scanner. Optical sensors play an important part in the navigation of
robots and their orientation in the surroundings.
Rolling robots
The most common method or movement is on four wheels. But there
are also robots with one or two wheels to increase mobility and save
components. All-terrain robots have six or more wheels.
Rail-mounted robots
Feeding robots in the agricultural industry are one example of this
type of movement. The feed container, mixing device and weighing
device are suspended on a rail or are guided laterally. Power is
supplied by batteries, a trailing cable, or a supply rail. The robots are
controlled by a process computer installed on the container. The
feeding robot gets new feed from stationary storage or mixing
containers.
Walking robots
Robots that walk upright on two legs are still a great challenge for
developers, especially as regards stability. The ZMP (Zero Moment
Point) algorithm is a solution from Honda that is used by the ASIMO
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robot to move on two legs. However, this model needs a flat surface
to move. Consequently, this robot is not suitable for trips in rough
terrain. A more advanced method is the use of a dynamic
compensation algorithm. It is more robust than ZMP technology, as
the robot’s movement is constantly monitored and the feet are
placed to ensure stability. Robots that use this technology can even
jump. Another approach is passive dynamics in which the
momentum of the swinging limb is used for more efficiency. With this
technology, robots can even walk uphill and are said to move ten
times more efficiently than robots with ZMP technology. Currently the
most impressive example as regards movement and balance comes
from Boston Dynamics: The latest version of the walking robot Atlas
is able to perform incredible jumps and backflips.
Flying robots
If we think about flying robots, the first thing that comes to mind is
the drone, which is now used extensively in civil and military areas.
But there are other interesting concepts, such as the EU project
ARCAS (Aerial Robotics Cooperative Assembly System). Scientists
at the German Aerospace Center have integrated a robotic gripper
arm in an autonomous helicopter. This robot is used to inspect and
repair pipelines. Other conceivable areas of use are maintenance of
satellites or industrial plants or building infrastructures on other
planets. In 2013, researchers at Harvard University developed robot
bees that can fly and dive into water. Perspectively, these tiny robots
will take over the tasks of bees that are threatened with extinction
and pollinate plants.
Navigation of autonomous robots
Mobile robots are equipped with a combination of navigation
hardware and software to perceive their surroundings, navigate
optimally and respond to dynamic events, such as people or moving
objects. In most cases, a mixture of GPS navigation device, radar
sensors, but also Lidar technology or cameras ensures that the
robots can navigate and act safely in the environment.
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Conclusion and Applications:
Smart digital assistants in the ISS to reduce stress for humans in
future Mars missions. Avatar robots, including VR suit, with which
everyone can visit any place in the world without being physically
present. A four meter high, three ton heavy racer that redefines
racing. There's no doubt: Considering the rapid developments of the
past years, robotics will have a lasting influence and will shape the
future for humans and their cooperation and coexistence with
increasingly intelligent, autonomous machines. The associated
questions have more to do with ethics than technology.
But should humans do everything that is technically feasible? How
intelligent should machines become? Should robots be made so
intelligent that some time in the future they see humans as an
obstacle to their continued progress? How should driverless vehicles
react when a collision is unavoidable: Should it steer into a group of
older people rather than a group of schoolchildren? Should it be
possible for us to transfer our personality onto a machine hard drive
so that we can continue to exist even when the shell of flesh and
blood no longer allows this? At present, these considerations are still
a long way off. We’ll return to the here and now and give an overview
of projects from various areas of our lives which show how robots
are currently used.
Cafe X
No seats, no tables, not even bar tables. Cafe X, which opened in
San Francisco in 2018, is designed completely for efficiency and
ultrafast service. Two coffee machines and a robotic arm provide the
caffeine hit of the future. Customers choose their hot beverage plus
any extras on a touch screen, enter their cell phone number, and pay
by credit card. About 30 seconds later, a code is sent to their
smartphone. They enter this code at the dispensing station and their
coffee is poured. The complete process takes no longer than a
minute. One employee in the café is sufficient to monitor the robot
and replenish coffee beans, milk, etc.
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Zume Pizza
Zume Pizza is located in the San Francisco Bay Area. The
centerpiece of the company is the aptly named Doughbot that
presses the dough into shape up to five times faster than a human
being. Robots also dispense the perfect amount of sauce, spread the
sauce, and remove the pizzas from the oven. Each morning, the
number and types of pizzas required for that day are calculated. This
means that each pizza doesn't have to be prepared from scratch, but
is still fresh compared to classic fast food. All orders are placed by
smartphone or on the company’s website. The company has no
shops where pizzas can be picked up. All pizzas are delivered.
The Elevon project
The high level of physical stress for nurses and carers when lifting or
moving patients is often the cause of health problems. With its
Elevon project, the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing
Engineering and Automation wants to provide some relief for people
working in the healthcare industry. Elevon is a semi-autonomous
lifter to lift and transport persons. The multi-functional patient lifter is
designed for use in stationary care and will autonomously move the
patient to the intended location. Elevon can carry out various transfer
processes and transport patients while they are lying and sitting.
Staff can request the lifter electronically, which saves time and
unnecessary legwork.
Volocopter 2X
The world's first multicopter that is approved for manned flights
comes from Germany. The Volocopter 2X vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft has 18 rotors, flies completely autonomously and has
room for two persons. Passengers also have the option of steering
the multicopter with a joystick. It can be used as a flying taxi or a
trade fair shuttle. Using its own hubs, the Volocopter, which is
powered by electric motors, connects vital intersections like airports
or business parks with city centers.
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Starship
Logistics service provider Hermes is currently trialling package
deliveries in German cities with the Starship robot. The company
plans to use logistics robots in five to ten cities in 2018. Starship is
developed, built, and maintained by the eponymous startup, which is
based in Estonia and London, UK. The robot will deliver packages
from Hermes branches to customers within a radius of up to four
kilometers. The machines are controlled via satellite positioning.
Once the systems have learned the street maps, they will be able to
navigate completely autonomously.
Mercedes Future Bus
The Future Bus from Mercedes first made its appearance in
Amsterdam, Netherlands, in 2016. In trial mode, the bus traveled a
20 kilometer section from Schiphol airport to the city of Haarlem with
no problems. The bus drives autonomously (initially with a driver for
monitoring purposes) on a separate bus lane (Bus Rapid Transit,
BRT) and brakes automatically when it recognizes obstacles. The
system communicates with traffic lights and stops accurately at bus
stops. The city buses can share information with each other, such as
details about the weather, the number of passengers on board, and
road conditions. The Future Bus will go into serial production from
the start of 2020.
SAM3
In January 2017, Netherlands-based Robot Security Systems
launched its SAM3 security robot on the market. The robot is
designed for building security and can recognize people and objects
while on the move, can avoid obstacles, and can even operate
elevators and doors. If a person cannot identify themselves via the
integrated ID reader within a time limit or tries to sabotage the robot,
SAM triggers an alarm. The robot scans the area it is programmed to
patrol and is able to detect fire or faults in technical systems. The
machine has a thermal imaging camera and four cameras so that is
has 360 degrees vision. It has a top speed of 10 kilometers per hour.
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Advance Liberty A 50
In 2017, Danish company Nilfisk introduced a scrubber-vacuum
cleaner for autonomous wet cleaning of floors. The Advance Liberty
A 50 floor-care robot has sensors, cameras, and software, with
which it can record a room with a single manual ride. The robot
recognizes obstacles as small as a tennis ball and avoids these on
its own. It can even be used in supermarkets during opening hours.
Zenbo
According to the producer, Asus, the domestic robot Zenbo assists
people at home as a helper, entertainer, and companion. When it is
integrated into a smart home system, Zenbo can check who is
ringing the doorbell. When the camera image from the front door has
been sent to the robot, the house owner can unlock the door by
remote control. The emergency call function is intended for use in
homes where older people live. If the robot registers that someone
has fallen down, it alerts other family members. Zenbo can also
remind people in the house to take their medication or that they have
an appointment with their physician.
Nanorobots
Researchers at Arizona State University in the US have developed
nanorobots that can search for tumors in the body on their own and
then cut off the blood flow to them. Tumors and metastases have
been successfully fought with this technology in experiments on
mice. If a nanobot encounters a tumor blood vessel in the
bloodstream, it triggers a blood clot in it. As a result, the tumor
shrivels and dies. The scientists report that the nanobots work
quickly and lay siege to the cancer cells just a few hours after being
injected. To date, there have been no side effects.
References :
1. Modelling and Control of Mechanisms and Robots C Melchiorri
et al., World Scientific, 1996
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1. UNECE - Traceability And Transparency For Sustainable Value
Chains In The Garment And Footwear Sector1
SLF (Sustainable Leather Foundation) supports the work of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe having been involved in this
transformative project since it was launched in 2019.The aim of the project is
to create a Traceability and Transparency standard for the garment and
footwear sector which will enable value chains to consider the use of a
standardized set of criteria, data and information exchanges to support
sustainability claims and good practice.
The UNECE invite all industry stakeholders to submit their pledge to
improving sustainability in the garment and footwear sector.
1.1 UNECE Definitions 2
UNECE Definitions2 Table – 2 A
TRACEABILITY : “The ability to trace the history, application or location of
an object” in a supply chain (ISO,2015). In this context, it is defined as the
ability to “identify and trace the history, application, location and distribution
of products, parts and materials, to ensure the reliability of sustainability
claims, in the areas of human rights, labour (including health and safety), the
environment and anti-corruption” (UN Global Compact 2014); and “the
process by which enterprises track materials and products and the
conditions in which they were produced through the supply chain”
(OECD, 2017).
TRANSPARENCY : Transparency relates directly to relevant information
been made available to all elements of the value chain in a standardized
way, which allows common understanding, accessibility, clarity and
comparison (EC 2017)
SUSTAINABILITY : Sustainability in this context, is understood as the
manufacturing, marketing and use of garment, footwear and accessories,
their parts and components, taking into account the environmental, health,
human rights and socio-economic impacts, and their continuous
improvement through all stages of theproduct’s life cycle (UNECE 2018).
DUE DILIGENCE : Due diligence is an ongoing, proactive and reactive
process through which enterprises can prevent and mitigate adverse
impacts related to human rights, labour rights, environmental.
Reference : 2. & Table 2 A .SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 2020. THE
EUROPEAN LEATHER INDUSTRY.www.euroleather.com
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1.2 The Sustainability Pledge Figure - 3

Reference : Figure -3.0 .The Sustainability Pledge UNECE - Facebook hiin.facebook.com UNECE Traceability And Transparency For Sustainable Value
Chains In The Garment And Footwear Sector, Sustainable Leather Foundation

2. Responsible chemistry and Life Cycle Assessment ( LCA) 4
Focus is on three priorities to improve our environmental footprint and that of
our customers:


Using low-impact manufacturing chemicals



Using biotechnology to replace non-renewable resources



Using waste and recycled content contributing to circularity

From a sustainability viewpoint, it is equally important to look at what
happens when the products we help to make reach the end of their
respective roads. We actively try to replace petrochemicals with renewable
resources.
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Responsible Chemistry

Figure – 4 A

Reference : Figure - 4.0 . RESPONSIBLE CHEMISTRY INVOLVES RETHINKING
PRIORITIES- STAHL . https://www.stahl.com/responsible-chemistry/vision

Using the Life Cycle Assessment methodology, we measure the impact of a
product on the environment over the course of its life.
2.1. 12 Principles of Responsible Chemistry - Stahl 4
Green Chemistry
Principles

Explanation

Table – 4 B

Resource efficiency

We take care of the resources we use. Where
possible, we avoid using limited, finite feedstock.
Renewable/CO2/Waste2Chemicals and recycled
feedstock

Atom efficiency

We focus on creating chemical solutions with a
high atom efficiency.

Decarbonization of
energy

We support energy decarbonization by using
energy efficient operations and renewable energy
where possible.

Water management

We focus on responsible water usage and effluent
outflow by us and our customers, so reducing the
global pressure on water demand.

Waste
management

We understand the economic, social and
environmental benefits of reducing waste, and the
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Green Chemistry
Principles

Explanation

Table – 4 B

possibilities to assign value to waste as a resource
for energy and new materials.
Best available
technology

We strive to use the best available technology in
respect to sustainability/circularity.

Support innovation

We love innovation because we love to change
and make our world better, step by step. We are
flexible and open minded.

Share knowledge
(educate) and work
together

We are a knowledge-based company. We work
together, share knowledge and celebrate our
successes.

Safety, health and
the environment

Our chemical solutions and processes ensure that
the risks of exposure to hazardous and nonhazardous chemicals and emissions are kept to a
minimum for our employees, customers and the
environment

Matching chemistry

We focus on understanding the whole value chain
of our products – including recycling, composting –
and so matching usage with end-of-life.

Product
stewardship

We promote services over the full life cycle of a
product rather than products alone, drive chemical
leasing, and promote efficiency over production
rate.

Measure and
assess

We make smart decisions by using standardized
methodologies to measure the impact of our
products and processes on health, safety and the
environment (LCA, ISO, ASTM 6866, EPD, VDA,
etc.).

2.2. What is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)?4
LCA is a methodology that measures the impact of any product on the
environment over the course of its life. The LCA methodology can provide
quantitative data in a format that permits comparisons to be made.LCA will
be an important value-added service for our customers in the supply chain in
the future.
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2.3 The 9 LCA impact categories explained Figure – 4 C

2.4 LCA defines nine impact categories:
LCA defines nine impact categories Table - 4D
• Climate change: Climate change occurs when new lasting weather
patterns
emerge as a result of changes in the earth’s climate system. Global
warming is a critical factor within this impact categories.
• Abiotic depletion: Abiotic depletion is the use of non-renewable material
resources like earth minerals, metal ores and fossil fuels, beyond their rate
of replacement.
• Land use: Land use is a pervasive driver of global environmental change. It
includes all human activities and arrangements that harnesses terrestrial
ecosystem services.
• Water consumption: Water consumption is an important indicator for the
environmental footprint of products and services.
• Eutrophication: Eutrophication refers to the potential of water
to become overly enriched with minerals and nutrients which can lead to the
excessive growth of algae (algal bloom) and reduced or insufficient oxygen
(hypoxia). This ultimately can lead to a decrease in biodiversity.
• Acidification: An increase in the concentration of acidic elements can lead
to a change in the natural chemical balance. This is called acidification. The
major cause for acidification is the deposition of sulfur, nitrogen oxides and
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LCA defines nine impact categories Table - 4D
ammonia in the air. Acidification can lead to a decrease in biodiversity,
damages to forests, corrosion and human health issues.
• Toxicity: Toxicity refers to the ability of a substance to produce an
unwanted effect
when it has reached a sufficient concentration within the body. If a product
has a higher toxicity, a smaller concentration is necessary to cause harmful
effects.
• Photochemical ozone formation: The formation of ozone at the ground
level of the troposphere. This is caused by photochemical oxidation of
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and sunlight. High concentrations can
damage vegetation, human respiratory tracts and manmade materials
through reaction with organic materials.
• Ozone depletion: The release of chemical compounds containing gaseous
chlorin or bromine gradually thins the earth’s ozone layer in the upper
atmosphere.
Reference : 4.0 & Figure – 4 A& 4 B& Table 4 B & 4 D . RESPONSIBLE CHEMISTRY
INVOLVES RETHINKING PRIORITIES- STAHL . https://www.stahl.com/responsiblechemistry/vision

The approval of the Leather Product Category Rules (known as PCR or
PEFCR) by the Environmental Footprint Committee of the EU is a major
milestone for the leather industry.
It defines how LCA can be used to calculate the impact of leather
manufacturing on theenvironment. It includes all aspects of leather
manufacturing in tanneries; input data on hides, chemicals, water, energy,
plus output data of water, air and waste.

3. Cleaner production, Green Chemistry Principles
3.1. Cleaner production 5
The terms Cleaner Production, Pollution Prevention and Responsible Care
are often used interchangeably.
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Cleaner production Table – 5 A
Cleaner Production stands for a proactive and preventive approach
to industrial environmental management and aims for process- and/or
product-integrated solutions that are both environmentally and economically
efficient (‘eco-efficiency’).
Cleaner Production (CP) and Pollution Prevention (P2) focus on a strategy
of continuously reducing pollution and environmental impact through source
reduction -- that is eliminating waste within the process rather than at the
end-of pipe. Waste treatment does not fall under the definition of CP or P2
because it does not prevent the creation of waste.
Cleaner production (CP) is a general term used to describe a preventative
approach to industrial activity It encompasses: waste minimization, waste
avoidance, and pollution prevention.
Reference : 5. & Table 5 A. A Cleaner Production and Pollution Prevention In the
Chemical Industries, Prof. Dr. El-Sayed Khater, Cleaner Production and Pollution
Abatement Consultant National Research Center, Department of Chem. Eng. And
Pilot Plant

3.1.1.Clean Technologies Concept
The European Commission defined clean technologies as follows:
Clean technologies are new industrial processes or modifications of existing
ones intended to reduce the impact of production activities on the
environment, including reducing the use of energy and raw materials.
To support the definition the main attributes of clean technologies were
precisely formulated:
Conservation of raw materials, Optimization of production processes,
Rational use of raw materials, Rational use of energy, Rational use of water,
Disposal or recycling of unavoidable waste,
Accident prevention, Risk management to prevent major pollution, and
Restoring sites after cessation of activities.
UNIDO continues to place an emphasis on the introduction of cleaner
leather processing technology in developing countries. 6
The primary task of all cleaner technologies is to reduce the amount
pollution emissions; and where possible change the nature of pollution
emissions to reduce the pressure and costs of end-of-pipe treatment.
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The expected results from cleaner technologies primarily include:
Table – 6 A
• Lower water consumption – better preservation of rapidly diminishing
water resources.
• Lower total dissolved solids (TDS) content (including salinity) – lower risk
of affecting the usability of the receiving water bodies for irrigation and
livestock watering.
• Avoidance of use in processing and/or presence in leather of substances
from the Restricted Substances Lists (RSL) promulgated by national or
regional legislation, leading (multinational) brands and/or ecolabel due to
their proven negative impact on human health and eco-systems.
• Proportionally higher volume of solid wastes suitable for processing
into saleable by-products.
• Lower levels of BOD, COD and Nitrogen; their respective contents in
conformity with local and widely prevailing legislative norms.
• Low level of chromium in (C) ETP sludge – the scope for land application
and/or composting.
• Lower hazardous and/or unpleasant air emissions.
• Appropriate occupational health and safety (OSH) standards – better work
conditions, fewer accidents.
Reference : 6. & Table 6 A Cleaner Technologies, 2018 leatherpanel.org

3.2. Green Chemistry 7
In simple terms, Green Chemistry is maintaining environmentally sound
practices through the lifecycle of a chemical product (design, manufacture,
use and ultimate disposal) and processes.
The 12 Principles of Green Chemistry Table – 7
1. Pollution Prevention 2. Atom Economy 3. Less Hazardous Chemical
Synthesis
4. Designing Safer Chemicals 5. Safer Solvents and Auxiliaries 6. Design for
Energy Efficiency
7. Use of Renewable Feedstocks 8. Reduce Derivatives 9. Catalysis 10.
Design for Degradation
11. Real-time analysis for Pollution Prevention 12. Inherently Safer
Chemistry for Accident Prevention
Source: 7. & Table -7. What is Green Chemistry - https://www.calpaclab.com/what-isgreen-chemistry/
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3.2.1. The Goal of Green Chemistry
Understanding the chemical aspects of renewable energy. Using sustainable
resources.
Designing new, greener and safer chemicals and materials. Preventing
pollution at the molecular level (learn more about hazardous waste).Creating
innovative solutions through safe chemical practices to solve real-world
problems. Maintaining and designing new chemical products and processes
to reduce intrinsic hazards.
3.2.2 How green chemistry differs from cleaning up pollution

8

How green chemistry differs from cleaning up pollution8 Table – 8 A
• Green chemistry reduces pollution at its source by minimizing or
eliminating the hazards of chemical feedstocks, reagents, solvents, and
products.
• This is unlike cleaning up pollution (also called remediation), which
involves treating waste streams (end-of-the-pipe treatment) or clean-up of
environmental spills and other releases. Remediation may include
separating hazardous chemicals from other materials, then treating them so
they are no longer hazardous or concentrating them for safe disposal.
• Most remediation activities do not involve green chemistry.
Remediation removes hazardous materials from the environment; on the
other hand, green chemistry keeps the hazardous materials out of the
environment in the first place.
• If a technology reduces or eliminates the hazardous chemicals used to
clean up environmental contaminants, this technology would qualify as a
green chemistry technology. One example is replacing a hazardous sorbent
[chemical] used to capture mercury from the air for safe disposal with an
effective, but non-hazardous sorbent. Using the non-hazardous sorbent
means that the hazardous sorbent is never manufactured and so the
remediation technology meets the definition of green chemistry.
Reference : 8 & Table 8 A . Basics of Green Chemistry - United States Environmental
Protection Agency
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3.2.3 The 10 Green Chemistry Principles Applied Figure - 9

Reference : Figure 9.0 SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE REPORT 2017 – 2018,
Dystar www.DyStar.com

4. Best Available Techniques& BAT reference documents (BREF) 10
BAT what does mean - Best Available Techniques .Best Available
Technology. Best practicable means. Best practicable environmental option.
Best Available Control Technology (US Clean Air Act).
Definition of Best Available Techniques, BATs Table - 10 A
• “best” means most effective in achieving a high general
level of protection of the environment as a whole
• “available” techniques are those developed on a scale which
allows implementation in the relevant industrial sector, under economically
and technically viable conditions, taking into consideration the costs and
advantages, whether or not the techniques are used or produced inside the
Member State in question, as long as they are reasonably accessible to the
operator;
• “techniques” includes both the technology used and the way in which
the installation is designed, built, maintained, operated and
decommissioned;
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.
Source: 10. &Table-10A.Review of some EU normative documents and legislation and
their relevance for the tanning industry in developing countries, Best Available
Techniques Reference Document (BREF), UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION + Introduction to Best Available Techniques (BAT)
and Best Environmental Practices (BEP) Prof. Dr. Ivan Holoubek, UNIDO

4.1 BAT Documents for Leather
BAT Documents for Leather Table – 10 B
• 1. Best Available Techniques (BAT) Reference Document for the
Tanning of Hides and Skins
J R C R E F E R E N C E R E P O R T S, Industrial Emissions Directive
2010/75/EU(Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control) by Michael
Black, Michele Canova, Stefan Rydin, Bianca Maria Scalet, Serge
Roudier, Luis Delgado Sancho . 2013.
• 2. EUROPEAN COMMISSION, Integrated Pollution Prevention and
Control (IPPC), Reference Document on Best Available Techniques for
the Tanning of Hides and Skins, February 2003.
• 3. Review of some EU normative documents and legislation and their
relevance for the tanning
industry in developing countries -Part I-Best Available Techniques
Reference Document (BREF) by Jakov BULJAN Leather consultant
(Environmental/OSH Regulations) & Ivan KRÁL Project Manager.
UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
(UNIDO).
4.2 BAT is a dynamic concept and so the review of the BREFs is a
continuing process.10B


Leather could be the Ultimate in Sustainable Materials if
manufactured with best available technologies (BAT). Sustainability
and leather do match up.



The leather making process is the transfer of a 100 % renewable
resource to a highly valuable and toxicological safe substrate.



In fact, leather manufacturing is part of a big recycling industry and
solves a huge waste problem of the meat industry.



Leather can be made without sustainable damage of the
environment if best available technologies are followed
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Reference :10 & 10 B & Table-10 A. Review of some EU normative documents and
legislation and their relevance for the tanning industry in developing countries, Best
Available Techniques Reference Document (BREF),UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION + Introduction to Best Available Techniques (BAT)
and Best Environmental Practices (BEP) Prof. Dr. Ivan Holoubek, UNIDO.

5. Eco Labels, RSL & MRSL
5.1 Eco Labeling for Leather
Basically, an ecolabel is a label which identifies overall environmental
preference of a product (i.e.good or service) within a product category based
on life cycle considerations.11
Eco labeling guarantees certain ecological criteria for all sorts of leathers
and leather products and their manufacturing processes. It identifies:
Products are environmentally Safe, Manufacturing by eco-friendly material
and Avoiding harmful chemicals
Eco-standards and eco labels have significance for a successful export and
market promotion in the leather industry.
Eco labels are basically of two categories, those that are Government
administered and the others which are commercially introduced. For the
delivering eco Iabels particular standards should be set, i.e., these measures
are developed on analyzing the product’s whole lifecycle beginning with the
selection of raw materials progressing through the stages of production,
packaging, distribution, use and disposal after utilization
5.1.1 Eco Labels -German Consumer Goods Ordinance, OekoTex, Organic
Cotton, GOTS, Bluesign, ReaCh, RSL, ZDHC, Detox, Toxic Threads, Cradle
to Cradle (C2C), ETAD, Cefic, Fluoro Council, TEGEWA, Sustainable Textile
Production, Sustainable Apparel Coalition, United Nations Global Compact,
Global Recycled Standard, Leather Working Group, ICEC - Institute of
Quality Certification for the Leather Sector, Brazilian Leather Certification of
Sustainability (CSCB), LEATHER STANDARD by OEKO-TEX, ECO₂L
Energy Controlled Leatherand others.
5.1.2 Ecolabels for consumer items
There are an increasing number of Ecolabels available. To be successful,
the Ecolabel needs to be recognized and to be used with consumer items. In
most cases, behind each Ecolabel is a test institute or a group of test
institutes, who are responsible for monitoring the compliance and
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issuing of the Ecolabels.In Europe, the promoting, marketing and testing for
Ecolabels are now a considerable commercial business for those test
houses involved and some brands link their products to an Ecolabel.
Ecolabels and brands are usually the first to react to “chemical dangers”,
which are published in media reports and by pressure groups. Usually, the
Ecolabels are ahead of any legislation on the topic
Most have established their own “restricted substance” specifications and
these are often mistakenly interpreted by tanners to be official regulations for
Europe.
Some typical examples of Ecolabels seen in European shops on clothes and
leather articles are: Oeko-Tex 100, SG Label, Blue Angel issued by the
German Government for Environment, PFI Label, etc. These labels inform
the customer that the consumer article has been tested for harmful
substances and is in compliance with the specifications of that particular
Ecolabel.
Note: Many Ecolabels are strongly textile oriented and, for example, restrict
the total Chromium (Cr) to very low values, which makes it effectively
impossible that chrome-tanned
leather articles can comply.
Eco 75ocuses75 - Multiple stakeholder participation in any eco
75ocuses75 initiative Table -11
is important to its overall impact and success 11
Protecting the environment, Encouraging
Eco 75ocuses75
environmentally sound innovation and leadership,
Objectives
Building consumer awareness of environmental issues.
1. Voluntary participation, 2. Compliance to
environmental and other relevant legislation, 3.
Consideration of “fitness for purpose” and level of
overall performance, 4. Based on sound scientific and
Guiding
engineering principles, 5. Criteria must distinguish
Principles
leadership, 6. Criteria must be credible, relevant,
for Ecolabelling
attainable, and measurable/verifiable, 7. Independence,
8. Open and accountable process, 9. Flexibility, 10.
Consistency with ISO 14020 and ISO 14024 guiding
principles (or other appropriate documents).
Industry and commercial associations, retailers and
companies, Consumers, Government, Program
Major Participants
management authority (i.e., Program Managers),
Academic Experts, Media,
NGO’s, Consumer Groups, International Community
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Eco 75ocuses75 - Multiple stakeholder participation in any eco
75ocuses75 initiative Table -11
is important to its overall impact and success 11
Assuming program management officials have acquired
a general knowledge and understanding of
environmental priorities to be considered and
addressed through their Ecolabelling program, program
delivery generally involves three basic steps:
Key Steps in
1. Selection and determination of product categories;
acquiring
2. Development and adoption of appropriate criteria,
Eco Certification
standards or guidelines
(including: development, public review, and
finalization/announcement); and
3. Certification and licensing (including: application,
testing and verification, and license issuing).
Reference:11. &Table -11. INTRODUCTION TO ECOLABELLING, GLOBAL
ECOLABELLING
NETWORK
(GEN)INFORMATION
PAPER,
July
2004
http//www.gen.gr.jp

5.2 RSL MRSL for Leather12
“Restricted Substance List”, or its commonly used abbreviation “RSL”, has
become a common term in the tanning industry.
It is important to distinguish between a Product Restricted Substance List
(often called PRSL) which restricts the use of chemicals in the final product
(i.e., leather) and, Material Restricted Substance Lists (i.e., MRSL issued by
ZDHC) which addresses restricted chemicals in the chemical product used
for making leather.
Setting the RSL & MRSL - Basically there are 2 groups involved
Table -12
1. Legislators

National regulations and laws.
International agreements and regulations.

2.
Manufacturers/Brands,
Ecolabels,
NGO’s and
consortiums (such as
ZDHC)

Ecolabels for consumer items.
Restricted Substance Lists (RSL) for consumer
products like leather.
Restricted Substance Lists for chemical products
(i.e., MRSL issued by ZDHC).

Reference :12 & Table -12 .Restricted substances in leather, TFL Eco Guidelines

ZDHC is an initiative for widespread implementation of sustainable chemistry
and environmental best practices in the textile, apparel, leather and footwear
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supply chain through: 1. Collaborative engagement 2. Standard Setting 3.
Implementation and Innovation projects
The ZDHC MRSL is a list of chemical substances banned from intentional
use in facilities.
It establishes concentrations limits for these substances. Different from an
RSL because it limits the intentional use of certain, specified chemicals used
in the entire manufacturing process.
The global brands -Adidas, Nike, H&M, Clarks, IKEA, etc., publish their own
lists of restricted substances (RSL) and update them at regular intervals.
The limit values in the lists are for leather and other materials being used by
these global brands. Tanners use them for supplying the products meeting
the requirements.
6. Sustainable Leather Management (SLM)13
Sustainable development is a key issue for the future of industry and society.
Sustainable Leather Management is a new business platform to develop and
provide future conceptsInnovation and courage could make the process of
change happen.
6.1 Main dimensions of environmental aspect of sustainability for
leather


Ecotox profile – toxicity and safety o fused chemicals to produce
the material



Product carbon footprint (PCF) –resource requirements of the
product over its life cycle



Renewable raw materials as a base for process chemicals and the
origin of used substrates



Hide traceability – ensurance of animal welfare and no further
deforestation

There are many ways to improve the sustainability profile of Leather
Table -13 A
Ecotox profile, Safe handling, Water consumption, Efficiency in use, Energy
footprint, Nature of raw material, Biodegradability, Use / recycleability. These
parameters are part of the product carbon footprint (PCF) definition
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6.2 SLM is a comprehensive management approach to provide
sustainability solutions to the leather industry - Figure – 13 B

Reference:13.&Table 13 A &Figure 13 B.Leather – the Ultimate in Sustainable
Materials, Dietrich Tegtmeyer, Ph. D. Vice president, Product Development and
Application, LANXESS Business Unit Leather.

There are many ways to improve the sustainability profile of Leather. Ecotox
profile,Safe handling, Water consumption, Efficiency in use,Energy footprint,
Nature of raw material,Biodegradability,Use / recycleability.These
parameters are part of the product carbon footprint(PCF) definition.
The International Council of Tanners (ICT), an organization of world’s leather
trade associations defines the elements of the three sustainability aspects
for the leather industry as shown in Table 14 A .
7. The elements of the three sustainability aspects for the leather
industry14
Environmental
sustainability

Social sustainability

Economic
sustainability

Complete compliance with
environmental regulations
that encapsulates water, air
emissions, and solid waste.

Complete compliance
with product
safety regulations.

Commitment to fair
trade practices.

Obligation to energy
efficiency.

Health and safety
compliance.

Traceability of raw
material hides.

Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) identification,
environmental footprint of
the leather industry.

Compliance with
employers ‘regulations
(e.g., no use of forced
or child labour, respect
of human rights).

Observing and
promoting correct
78ocuses78 of
leather and its
products.
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Environmental
sustainability

Social sustainability

Economic
sustainability

Application of best
practices during processing
to anticipate future
environmental controls and
carbon footprint reduction.

Commitment to the
principles of
animal welfare.

Transparency on
origin
of leather
production.

Organizations have a range of channels through which they publish their
sustainability. While some organizations published separate sustainability
reports apart from their annual reports, some other organizations have
adopted an integrated approach of including their sustainability activities
within their annual report without publishing a separate sustainability report.
The latter is called integrated reporting, and represents one of the growing
trends of sustainability reporting. Websites also represent a medium of
reporting.
7.1 Coding Categories of leather organizations on practices relating to
the sustainability dimensions
Coding Categories of leather organizations on practices
relating to the sustainability dimensions Table – 14 B
Environmental sustainability practices
Energy Efficiency, Energy Efficiency, Efficient water management,
Waste Management, LCA Assessment identification, Reduced noise and
olfactory emissions.
Social Sustainability practices
Health and safety, Employee development, Diversity and equal opportunities
at the workplace, Respect and protection of human/workers’ rights, Local
community engagement, Work-life balance, Job security, No use of forced or
child labour, Animal welfare.
Economic Sustainability practices
Investment in innovative technologies, Traceability of raw skin and hides,
Efficiency of resource use, Profitability.
Reference:14 & Table 14 A & B Corporate Sustainability Disclosure: A Leather
Industry Perspective

Oluwaseyi Omoloso a, b*, William R. Wise a, Kathleen Mortimer b, Luai
Jraisat b an Institute for Creative Leather Technologies, University of
Northampton, University Drive, Northampton, NN1 5PH, United Kingdom b
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Faculty of Business and Law, University of Northampton, Northampton, NN1
5PH, United Kingdom www.ijournalse.org
8. The Sustainability Footprint – An Integral Approach 15
To achieve a sustainable footprint in the leather industry, it is essential to
take a close look at the role of ecology in the value chain of leather.
Ecological assessments can be made on the basis of a wide variety of
parameters. There are four key elements in the production of leather that
should be grouped together to provide a sustainable footprint concept, viz.
carbon, water, resource and toxicological footprint.
8.1 Elements of Footprints IN ‘Sustainability for Leather’ - Table -15A

Reference: 15 &Table -15 A . Indian Leather Industry: perspective and strategies,
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF INDIA, November 2015WORKING PAPER NO. 46

9. Solutions for the Leather Value Chain - Environmental & Social
Concerns within the Leather Value Chain16
Consumers are better informed and more conscious of the effects that
production & consumption have the earth’s natural resources
Reduce - Carbon Emissions Pollution Hazardous Chemistry Deforestation
Land Conversion.
Increase- Good Animal Husbandry & Welfare Health & Welfare of workers
Best Practice for Machinery Best Practice for Processing Collaborative
cross-sector innovation and cooperation.
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9.1 Landscape of auditing and certification bodies - Type of
Certification / Verification, Scope of Work,Geographic Coverage,
Specific Specialties.
9.2 Leather Only Programmes – Solutions for Leather Value Chain -

Table –16A

9.3Other Programmes – Solutions for the Leather Value Chain - Table

–16B
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Reference : 16 & Table-16 A & B.Leather Learning Series: Part Three Leather
Processing: Stages, Challenges, Solutions . Tuesday, October 13th, 2020. Textile
Exchange. Solutions Environmental & Social Concerns within the Leather Value
Chain, Deborah Taylor Managing Director, Sustainable Leather Foundation
CICConsultant, United Nations Economic Commission for Europe Consultant, Leather
Impact Accelerator, Textile Exchange

10. Sustainable fashion system can create value for people, planet and
business 17 - Figure –17
A new kind of sustainable fashion system can create value for people, planet
and profit.

Reference:17. &Figure – 17 .Sustainable fashion: New approaches, Kirsi Niinimäki
(ed). Aalto University., Helsinki, Finland. Books.aalto.fi

11.Certifications - Social and Environmental credentials18
Brands at the end of Leather or Textile value chains increasingly demand
that the products they buy display their social or environmental credentials,
in the form of certifications or audits. Operational transparency and
environmental impact are an important part of purchasing decisions.
Some are industry-led working to official standards, others are multistakeholder organizations with their own protocols, etc.
11.1 Relevant certification and audit bodies active in the leather
industry
Relevant certification and audit bodies active in the leather
industryTable 18 A
Leather Working Group
The objective of this multi-stakeholder group is to develop and maintain a
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Relevant certification and audit bodies active in the leather
industryTable 18 A
protocol that assesses the environmental compliance and performance
capabilities of leather manufacturers and promotes sustainable and
appropriate environmental business practices within the leather industry.
ICEC - Institute of Quality Certification for the Leather Sector
The Code of Conduct and Social Accountability, a tool provided by UNIC
Italy, is a basic instrument to widespread the principles regulating business
activity. In this document the principles of conduct and social accountability
characterizing the leather manufacturers are officially defined.
Brazilian Leather Certification of Sustainability (CSCB)
Brazilian Sustainability certification standard that applies the tripod of
sustainability concept in which a tanning industry’s results are considered in
economic, environmental, and social terms.
ZDHC
By managing chemical inputs, ZDHC wants to ensure safer products,
cleaner water and fresher air. The initiative 83ocuses on leather and other
materials and maintains a Manufacturing Restricted Substance List (MRSL)
and Waste Water Guidelines. Chemicals can be approved according to
different conformance and are published on the ZHDC Chemical Gateway
LEATHER STANDARD by OEKO-TEX®
LEATHER STANDARD by OEKO-TEX® is an internationally standardised
testing and certification system for leather and leather goods at all
production levels, including accessory materials. The certification supports
companies along the supply chain with the implementation of high humanecological product safety.
11.2.Certification and audit bodies active in the leather industry
Figures 18 B
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11.3.Certification and audit bodies active in the leather industry
Figures – 18 C

Reference : 18 & Figure -18 B& 18 C .SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
2020.THE EUROPEAN LEATHER INDUSTRY.www.euroleather.com
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12.Tannery of the Year 19
Tannery
of
the
Year is
an
awards
programme
for
the
global tanning industry, launched in 2009 to celebrate the production
of leather and to help promote the material’s use throughout the world
in footwear, furniture, car and aero plane interiors, handbags and other
accessories, gloves and other applications.
The awards idea represents a response to the call from the International
Leather Forum, an industry gathering that took place in Paris in September
2007,for companies in every part of the industry to speak up for leather, to
celebrate its beauty and usefulness, its history and its future.
With the focus on corporate social responsibility, the Tannery of the Year
programme will identify the two best tanneries in China, the rest of Asia,
the Americas, Africa and Europe
13.ECO₂L Energy Controlled Leather20
The world’s first label for energy efficiency and CO₂ emissions of a tannery.
The German Leather Federation presents the ECO₂L label (energycontrolled leather) the world’s first calculation and auditing model for
determining the energy efficiency and the CO₂-emission of a tannery.
ECO₂L was developed by the Forschungsgemeinschaft Leder (Leather
Research Foundation) as an active contribution of a responsible leather
industry towards climate protection and as a significant aspect to evaluate a
sustainable leather production.
Certification includes the right to use the ECO2L label for promotional
purposes for a period of three years. The ECO₂L certificate is assigned by
the independent Forschungsinstitut für Leder- und Kunststoffbahnen gGmbH
(FILK). Auditing is conducted on behalf of FILK by independent, officially
appointed auditors
A list of Certified Companies has been given in the website.
Forschungsinstitut für Leder und Kunststoffbahnen gGmbHMeißner Ring 1-5
D-09599 Freiberg www.filkfreiberg.de
14.Eurofins | BLC Leather Technology Centre Ltd21
Eurofins | BLC is a leading leather testing and technology centre,
established for over 95 years. As the only laboratory dedicated to leather,
footwear, chemical, and leather product testing, Eurofins | BLC has the
technical pedigree to ensure fast and accurate solutions to technical,
Management and environmental leather problems .
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Eurofins | BLC Leather Technology Centre Ltd. Is a commercial business-tobusiness organization.
BLC’s UKAS accredited laboratory offers a wide range of accredited tests
across all testing areas, with continuous work on extension to scope.
Eurofins | BLC offers online courses and webinars, covering manufacturing
and technology, chemical management and global legislation, sustainability
in the supply chain, footwear, and leather accessories. Eurofins | BLC holds
accreditations from UKAS, CPSC, and ILAC, and has auditors approved to
carry out LWG audits.
The figure given below provides the most relevant certification and audit
bodies active in the leather industry, with data regarding the European
sector.
15.CERTIFICATIONS & REPORTING PLATFORMS – PrimeAsia 22
Independent certifications and multi-stakeholder reporting platforms are a
central part of PrimeAsia’s strategy to promote transparency and report our
performance against a whole set of topics and standards.
15.1.CERTIFICATIONS & REPORTING PLATFORMS – PrimeAsia Figure -22A
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PAC – Primeasia, China . PAV – Primeasia, Vietnam
Reference : 22. & Figure 22A. SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2019, Primeasia

16. SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES AND ETHICAL ISSUES FOR THE
VALUE CHAIN23
Indeed, the liberalisation of trade and globalisation made it easier and
cheaper for many customers in the consumer goods and retail sectors in
developed economies, to source anywhere in the world.
16.1.DUE DILIGENCE - Exerting Due Diligence over the supply chain allows
brands and retail groups to manage their reputationalrisks.
In 2017-2018, European Social Partners of the leather sector delivered the
project «Due Diligence for Healthy workplaces in Tanneries». The aim was
to give safety and health at work the same priority as environmental
protection in the due diligence debate in the leather value chain.
OiRA (Online Interactive Risk Assessment) the workplace risk assessment
tool developed in 2012 was also updated.
OiRA is a free and interactive tool that helps SMEs across the Globe to carry
out risk assessments and support health and safety management in the
workplace.
The OiRA tannery tool is free and has been credited by the UNIDO Leather
Unit as a very useful instrument. COTANCE and industry All-Europe have
authorised UNIDO to spread the OiRA tool in support of developing
countries.
16.2. PRODUCT SAFETY - Consumers can be confident when they buy
articles that comply with the most stringent regulations.
16.3.TRACEABILITY & TRANSPARENCY IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN Although the leather industry insists on the principlethat the lifecycle of
leather starts when the hides and skins are obtained in the slaughterhouse,
theiranimal origin is not to be ignored or disregarded.
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The origin and history of hides & skins have always been important for
tanners, as they are directly related to the nature and amount of skin
defects, and thus to leather quality. But these parameters have gained a
new dimension. Traceability guarantees to the customer and the consumer,
that the leather they receive comes from ethical sustainable sources.
16.4. ANIMAL WELFARE- The growth of animal welfare concerns in recent
years has led to an increasing number of requests from customers for
information on the welfare conditions of the animals from which the hides/
skins originate. As such, the monitoring of animal welfare and material
traceability is an issue of great importance for tanneries.
Selecting sustainable sources of supply - dialogue within the supply chain is
of fundamental importance.
Furthermore, the leather itself allows for an appreciation of the treatment of
the animal. A hide or skin is like an open book, reflecting the life of the
animal. The hides and skins of healthy, clean and well raised animals have
no or few grain defects and will become the high-quality leather consumers
want to buy.
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